Welcome to the Sullivan Family Library’s online tutorial on Search Strategies. This tutorial will serve as an introduction to the major types of information, provide tips on developing a topic, and offer strategies for the research process.

Slide 1
Information comes from many sources; books, articles and the Internet being the most common forms.
Slide 2
Books are useful for in-depth and extensive information on a topic, although they may not be as current as journal articles or web content.

Slide 3
Periodicals and serials are good sources for current information. Some examples of periodicals are newspapers, magazines, and journals.

Slide 4
Scholarly journals offer articles authored by academic scholars and researchers. The articles are peer-reviewed before publication, meaning a panel of experts reviews the article for reliability.

Slide 5
The Internet provides access to a great deal of information, especially current events and news. When searching the Internet, be aware that much of the content is not reviewed for reliability. Also, an emphasis on currency can lead to superficial treatment of a topic or incomplete information.

Slide 6
When choosing a topic, it’s important to consider the amount of information available. If you select a broad topic like terrorism, you may find yourself struggling to sort through all the information. If you select a narrow topic like juvenile delinquency in Hoboken, New Jersey, you may find yourself struggling to find any information.

Slide 7
If your research requires using certain resources, you should consider the type of information found in those resources. For example, choosing a topic on a recent news event will make finding relevant books difficult.

Slide 8
Good research takes time. As a general guideline, you should allow roughly a quarter of your time on searching for sources, a quarter on re-doing your searches, and the remaining half writing your paper.

Slide 9
Here are a few steps that can make the searching process easier. Use a reference source to get background and introductory information on your topic. Create a list of key concepts related to your topic, including synonyms. Use Boolean search techniques to combine your key concepts.

Slide 10
Reference sources often provide background or introductory information on your topic. Reference sources are useful for beginning research and can lead to more in-depth information in books or articles.

Slide 11
When searching an online database or the online catalog, use keywords instead of complete sentences or questions. If you’re searching for a phrase, use quotations around the words to keep them together as a phrase. To broaden your pool of keywords, use a thesaurus to find relevant synonyms. Also consider discipline-specific terminology such as Oncology for Cancer.
Boolean search techniques can increase relevant hits to your searches. By using OR as a connector between terms, you’re saying you want results that contain any of your search terms. Using AND as a connector tells the search engine you are only interested in results that have all of your search terms. Using NOT as a connector between 2 terms will find the first term and remove all results within it that contain the second term. Let’s look at a few diagrams to help explain Boolean searching.

Slide 13
When using the Boolean connector OR, you broaden your search. In this example, we are searching for “slippers OR shoes.” Results will include hits for slippers (the left circle), shoes (the right circle), and any crossover containing both slippers and shoes.

Slide 14
The Boolean connector AND will narrow your search. Using AND to connect the search terms “pink AND slippers” will return only results containing both terms - represented in this diagram by the pink slippers area.

Slide 15
The Boolean connector NOT is another way to narrow your search results. The NOT connector eliminates specific results from your search. In this example, we’re searching for slippers again, but we’re not interested in results for bedroom slippers. “Slippers NOT bedroom” removes all results containing both search terms - represented by the cute bunny slippers - leaving only the results for slippers that are not bedroom slippers. Slide 16
Truncation is a useful strategy for expanding your results and saving time. Truncation uses a defined symbol - in this example the dollar sign - as a variable representing variations of a word. Instead of doing separate searches for discriminate, discriminates, discrimination and so on, adding the truncation symbol after the “N” will do all those searches at once. Truncation symbols are not standardized, so be sure to check the database’s help file for the correct symbol.

Slide 17
Many search engines use the Boolean AND as the default search term connector. If your search concept is a phrase, use quotation marks to keep your terms together.

Slide 18
Boolean connectors, truncation, and phrase searching can all be combined. When creating complex search queries, use parentheses to keep key concepts together.

Slide 19
This concludes the Search Strategies online tutorial. Please view our Finding Books, Finding Articles, and Web Resources tutorials for more information on searching these individual resources. If you have any further questions, please email library@chaminade.edu or call 808.739.4660.
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